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"We Hate Niggaz Dat Act Like Bitches, We Rather Hang Wit Bitches That Act Like Niggaz" -Phukboiz

And Da Bricks is in da building. Introducing BRICKCITITZENZ..This Newark NJ born n bred duo has

surfaced to bring to you what da rap game has been waiting 9 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Hip Hop, HIP

HOP/RAP: Rap Details: "Brickcitizenz is what we are...Citizenz of the Bricks....Even though we partly

reside in Atlanta (and rep it to the fullest), we originated in Newark, NJ. And so no one forgets, we call

ourselves BRICKCITIZENZ... BC for short." So you been looking for something new in the game?

Especially with the female emcee's? Introducing KHAOS  Co-Chese! BC! A guaranteed industry change!

This quarter marks the first year this group will be placed on the market as free agents. No prior deals just

years of music, experience, and business grind. Khaos has been doing production for their group and

other underground artist for over seven years, Co-Chese holds down the graphic design portion of the

team. Combined they form a indestructible empire of music and business. "Our goal is to be our own

complete entity" Brickcitizenz rocks a motto that's goes: "We hate niggaz that act like bitches, We rather

hang wit bitches that act like niggaz" And familiarizes the game to the PHUKBOIZ a.k.a da P-BOIZ...their

crew..."Like 50 got G-Unit, we got da P-BOIZ! The P-Boiz are a group of our friends we've known since

we were way young. We used to chill  play ball but we also had one main thing in common....WE WERE

ALL GAY TOMBOIZ ." The rap game is believed to be a mans world...but its 2005 and as the world turns

everything changes. "Sex Sells! that's a garunente, controversy sells...Millions more than you know! So u

take those two elements and mix it with some hot music, creative minds and a clear vision of

achievement and BC wins! NYC alone has the largest gay population in the world!: "Most New Yorkers

have no idea of the diversity, as well as the influence, gay and lesbians have today. From their political

activism and staggering buying power to their impact on popular culture in TV and film." -WNBC NEWS
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With that said and the existing knowledge that this market is untouched meaning, there are no

mainstream gay or lesbian hip-hop superstars...What do you think will come from a bunch of extremely

talented good looking female emcee's that play ball, drink, smoke, kick it wit chicks and just about

everything else that would dub them "The dope-est lil brothers a dude could ever have?" You know the

answer .... The time is now! Brickcitizenz are about money, about business, more importantly about Music

and Success. They recently completed their 1st feature DVD called "That Time Of The Month, A mixtape

featuring Jersey and Georgia artist, an album entitled "DEAR WORLD", and their 1st video, all of which

were executed in the name of BRICKCITIZENZ INK. Their empire. "We wanted to come into the business

with a complete package to show our initial investment in ourselves, cause if we don't believe...who will?"

Future plans include the acquisition of a major distribution deal , perhaps a reality show, worldwide fame 

success, and beatz for all!! It's the year of the AG! Y'all ready?
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